Kinessiology
Practice

for change

Emotional & subtle

Kinesiology is a biocommunication system that we use to discover how the body reacts
to certain stimuli.

Emotional

&

Subtle

Depending on the body's response, we can know what stresses it, what nourishes it;
what are the problems, what are the resources; what alters, what balances.

With this work structure we can attend to physical, metabolic and behavioral problems,
as well as energetic and subtle ones.

Loop

Testing

For testing we basically use Raphael Vans Asche's AR (Arm Reflex), which is compatible
with Strong Muscle Indicator (MFI) and other testing systems.

Emotional

Subtle

Emotional Kinesiology is a specialty
that focuses on emotions and the mind,
that uses energetic resources and that
addresses transgenerational and
spiritual issues

Subtle kinesiology is a specialty that
addresses knowledge and experiences
in the development of consciousness,
spirituality and psychic self-defense.

What is a kinesiology
session like?
Preview interview.
Beginning of the session: definition and prioritization of the objectives. Identification and clarification of the
proposed situation. Assessment of work trends: solve “problems” or generate “solutions”. Go as far as the
conscious allows to continue with kinesiology where the unconscious proposes.
Entrance “door” to the session: In relation to what was determined during the interview. Specifying the
proposed information as a work objective.
Preference and work permit: we only work on what the body gives explicit permission in favor of the intentions
and requests established during the interview. Always send the will and the purpose behind the requests and job
proposals of the person concerned.
Chaining of different lines of work: Interrogation about the changes achieved and more precise identification of
the nuances that still need to be improved. Opening of new works to “fil out” unresolved issues or deal with new
information that emerged during the session.
End of the session: construction of the positive: seeking the creation of a positive space, of a possibility to
improve, of the construction of a new attitude, of changing the vision of the situations for another balancing and
empowering vision.

Contents, sources,
authors, schools and
methods
Biological Conflicts of Dr. Hamer, where Biodecoding or Bioneuroemotion have been based.
Neurological Levels, by Robert Dilts.
Neuro Linguistic Programming by John Grinder and Richard Bandler
Conflicting emotions and motives associated with culture.
Limiting beliefs, self-sabotaging programs, archetypal models and humanity's unconscious reasons
for things to go wrong or to get sick, with Bruce Lipton, Albert Ellis, Dinorah Arrillaga and others.
Information from the past, past lives, Akashic Records, Age Recession, or life line.
Life Purpose Through Soul Purpose, with Robert Schwartz and others.
Values: identification and ordering of the guides of our acts.
Archetypes, personality, spirituality: Jung, Claudio Naranjo, Alice Bailey, Lowen-Reich, Stanislav
Grof…
Blocked emotions, the emotion code, Bradley Nelson and Traditional Chinese Medicine and the
Tao of Change by Francesc Marieges.
Transgenerational: Systemic by Bert Hellinger and Metagenealogy by Alejandro Jodorowysky.
Assertiveness, Walter Riso.
Yin Yang, the Five Taoist Phases and the model of Traditional Chinese Medicine to explain and
interrelate the information in these sections.

Basic tools of transformation in
emotional kinesiology
Traditional Chinese Medicine: Knot points, hypothalamic points, opening and closing of
extraordinary meridians, alarm, emotional, spiritual, reunion...
NLP, Gestalt: Perceptive positions. eye access. Change of representational system. Line of life.
Challenges of the language metamodel. Reframes: new angle while maintaining benefits. Kinesthetic,
auditory, visual anchors… Deconstruction of limiting beliefs. Construction of empowering beliefs.
Trauma deconstruction. Myths, tales and metaphors
Vibrational Techniques: Bioresonance and frequencies (sound, color, geometric structures...).
Essences, floral and others.
Dr. Bach flowers.
Energetic techniques: laying on of hands, Reiki, Cleaning and Harmonization of Chakras.
Essential oils and Aromatherapy.
Symbols: Sacred geometry. Ayurvedic Tattwa. Chinese trigrams and hexagrams. platonic solids.
other geometries.
Balance of Polarity. Use of magnets. Biomagnetism.
Shamanic Techniques: Elimination of foreign bodies. symbolic “operations”. Unfolding. Future
experiences.
The strength of forgiveness and gratitude. Ho'oponopono.
Return order to systems with family constellations, adapted to kinesiology.
Psychomagic Techniques of Alejandro Jodorowsky. Symbolic psychomagic.

Subtle Kinesiology
It works at a subtle level with the different bodies, points and energetic
borders.
Psychic self-defense protocols that allow us to eliminate discordant entities,
learn more about what types of spirits we can find and how to protect
ourselves. Links with spirit guides, change of guides if necessary.
More than 80 different symbols, archetypes and the arcana of the tarot are
used.
Protocols focused on increasing levels of consciousness for personal growth or
to be able to make changes to beliefs and unconscious limitations.
More than 90 decrees, requests and invocations.
Rituals to make amulets, anoint oil or personalize the tools themselves.
“Sometimes, pain without reference to any trauma can take longer to heal
when it is only treated from the physical body. However, they are relieved or
disappear suddenly with subtle and energetic tools."

Clàudia Reig
Clàudia Reig born in Barcelona in 1990, resident between Ibiza and Barcelona,
is a strong pedagogue of dance, yoga and Acroyogathai. She works as a
performer, teacher and therapist, as well as the creator of her company
mythym.org. Mythym is also an artistic-social-cultural project that combines
dance, regressions and promotes cultural exchange through the disciplines of
art and movement.
In addition, Clàudia is a social educator, kinesiologist, writes dance chronicles
and a book about the regression sessions that she accompanies, reads and
studies the Tarot and is a healer and Reader of the Eivida school of intuition.
At just 19 years old, she innately developed her own method of doing
regressions that she teaches and trains today. Since she was little she has been
very connected with her nature and met different mediums and crucial
teachers in her life.
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With whom
has studied

Francesc
Marieges

(K.Emotional)

Francesc Marieges has created the Professional Global Kinesiology and
Emotional Kinesiology programs. He is Graduated in Holistic and
Applied Kinesiology. He trained in Three in One Concepts and
Certificate of Proficiency by the International College of Professional
Kinesiology Practice. He graduated in Evolutionary Psychology. Master
in Neuro Linguistic Programming and facilitator in Mythoself Process.
He is also a graduate in Traditional Chinese Medicine, specializing in
the psychology and philosophy of TCM. He is the author of the book
“The Tao of Change”. He has taught courses and seminars in Spain,
Argentina, Mexico, Portugal.

Marta
Roman

(Kine Subtle)

Nurse, Bachelor of Traditional Chinese Medicine. Training in Manual
Therapies. Master in Dietetics and Nutrition. Global and emotional
Kinesiology. Psychological Astrology. Storytelling and Tarot.
Consultation as a therapist since 1998.
Since she was a little girl, she perceived the subtle world with great
intensity and, thanks to the support and understanding of her parents,
she was able to study magic and learn from different healers, healers
and some other witch.
It was years ago, when she discovered kinesiology at the hands of
Francesc Marieges, that she was able to integrate the physical, the
energetic and the subtle in a single technique.

claudiareigmartin@gmail.com

www.mythym.org

